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We welcome the identification of challenges throughout the proposal approval process. However, we 
would like to stress a couple of other concerns.   

• Acquiring familiarity with GCF policies, procedures and standards is not the sole responsibility of 
accredited entities. Rather, the GCF Secretariat should enhance and up-scale its outreach 
activities to inform entities about GCF procedures and modalities to NDAs and relevant 

stakeholders, bearing in mind potential language barriers that may impede the understanding of 
the GCF's policy documents. 

 
Other matters identified in the paper. 

• While we welcome the creation of a dedicated mentorship programme and the promotion of 
South-South learning, the proposed measures to improve the pipeline from direct access 
entities lack the necessary clarity to be transformed into actionable solutions to the problems 

identified.  
• We would like to note that the Board has already called upon international entities to assist 

direct access entities in building their capacity, through previous Board decisions. Whereby 
capacity building of direct access entities is encouraged within Decision B.11/10 for reporting on 
direct access entity capacity building within the Monitoring and Accountability Framework, and 
before within Decision B.08/03 for fast-tracked international entities. We therefore seek more 
information on how this has been conducted in the past by requesting the secretariat to 

prepare a detailed status report on the efforts international entities have undertaken to enhance 
the capacity of direct access entities since being accredited with the GCF. 

• In addition to internationally led capacity building, we strongly recommend building upon 
existing in-country expertise and direct access entities to the GCF to form networks of providers 
able to offer technical assistance grounded in the local contexts and the specific aspects of 
mitigation and adaptation approaches. 

• We would also like to reiterate the importance of establishing a meaningful simplified procedure 

for small-scale activities, as outlined by para 53 of the Governing Instrument. 
 
To allow an early understanding of challenges encountered by direct access entities during the 
proposal formulation process, we would also like to emphasize the need to substantially increase 
transparency on the nature and content of concept notes in the pipeline 


